
LLM Use Cases: Neural Topic 
Models
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Overview

§ Recap:
o Last class: LLMs (MLMs) as classifiers and for metaphor detection

§ Today:
o Continuing LLM use cases, with a focus on Topic Modeling

• Neural LDA (ProdLDA, CTM)
• Instruction Tuning and Alignment
• Beyond LDA (BERTtopic, TopicGPT)



Neural Topic Models
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Recall: LDA Topic Model

§ Unsupervised clustering
§ Discover topics (themes, 

frames) inductively from the 
data

§ Most common paradigm: 
LDA
o Documents are mixtures 

of topics
o Topics are mixtures of 

vocabulary
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Recall: LDA Topic Model

§ Goal: Estimate the posterior distribution

§ Direct inference is intractable

§ Instead we use:
o Variational Inference
o Gibbs Sampling

§ Applying these inference methods to new topic models (remember STM) require re-
deriving the inference methods
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ProdLDA: Formulation

§ Proposes an inference method for topic 
models: “Autoencoded Variational Inference 
for Topic Models”
o Application of autoencoding variational 

Bayes (AEVB)
o Trains a neural network (an encoder) 

that directly maps a document to an 
approximate posterior distribution

o “Document” – BOW representation

Srivastava, Akash, and Charles Sutton. "Autoencoding Variational Inference For Topic Models." International Conference on Learning 
Representations. 2017. https://openreview.net/pdf?id=BybtVK9lg
Kingma, Diederik P., and Max Welling. "Auto-encoding variational bayes." arXiv preprint arXiv:1312.6114 (2013). https://arxiv.org/abs/1312.6114 

https://openreview.net/pdf?id=BybtVK9lg
https://arxiv.org/abs/1312.6114
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ProdLDA: Impact

§ Improves over classic LDA in 3 ways:
o Topic coherence: ProdLDA returns consistently better topics than LDA, even when 

LDA is trained using Gibbs sampling.

o Computational efficiency: fast and efficient at both training and inference

o Black box: AVITM does not require rigorous mathematical derivations to handle 
changes in the model, and can be easily applied to a wide range of topic models
• Demonstrated with ProdLDA (Product-of-Experts LDA), in which the 

distribution over individual words is a product of experts rather than the 
mixture model used in LDA
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CTM: Combined Topic Model

§ ProdLDA is a neural topic model, but:
o it’s an approximation of “vanilla” 

LDA, still using BOW simplifying 
assumption

o we want to take advantage of pre-
trained models like BERT that are 
very successful at language tasks in 
general

Bianchi, F., Terragni, S., & Hovy, D. (2021). Pre-training is a Hot Topic: Contextualized Document Embeddings Improve Topic Coherence. 
ACL. https://aclanthology.org/2021.acl-short.96/
Bianchi, F., Terragni, S., Hovy, D., Nozza, D., & Fersini, E. (2021). Cross-lingual Contextualized Topic Models with Zero-shot Learning. 
EACL. https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/2021.eacl-main.143/ 

https://aclanthology.org/2021.acl-short.96/
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/2021.eacl-main.143/
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CTM: Combined Topic Model

§ Embedding source:
o sBERT: modified variant of 

BERT/RoBERTa that is trained to 
produce semantically meaningful 
embeddings

§ Evaluation:
o Automated metrics for topic 

coherence (nPMI and word 
embeddings)

Reimers, Nils, and Iryna Gurevych. "Sentence-BERT: Sentence Embeddings using Siamese BERT-Networks." EMNLP. 2019.
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Example Use Case

§ 30-topic CTM output
§ Social media posts by Russia-

government affiliated news 
outputs and independent news 
outputs about the Russia-Ukraine 
war



20-topic STM output over 
Russia/Ukraine social media 
posts

30-topic CTM outputà
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Zero-shot cross-lingual topic model

§ Replace the input BOW with contextualized 
embeddings (instead of concatenation)

§ We can train model on one language and 
apply it on a different language (if we use 
contextualized embeddings from a 
multilingual model)
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CTM Python package
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Thinking higher level: Goals of topic 
modeling

§ LDA became popular because it turned out to be pretty good at identifying trends in 
data

§ Do we actually want better LDA?
o Not really, goal of topic model is unsupervised investigation of text corpora
o Example: We’d probably prefer for topics to be coherent descriptions than lists of 

words
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BERTopic: Neural topic modeling with a 
class-based TF-IDF procedure

Grootendorst, Maarten. "BERTopic: Neural topic modeling with a class-based TF-IDF procedure." arXiv preprint arXiv:2203.05794 (2022).
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BERTopic: Neural topic modeling with a 
class-based TF-IDF procedure

Represent documents as 
embeddings (sBERT, same as 
CTM, but can be a different 
model)

Assumption: documents about the same topic will be semantically similar 
(will have similar semantic embeddings)

Reduce dimensionality: could use 
PCA or t-SNE but UMAP has been 
shown to well-preserve local and 
global structure

Hierarchical soft clustering to 
group common documents
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BERTopic: Neural topic modeling with a 
class-based TF-IDF procedure

§ Clustering embeddings is relatively straightforward
§ We need some meaningful way to describe what a ”topic” is – what do the 

documents in a cluster have in common?
§ How can we describe words that are more common in each cluster?

o PMI, log-odds, etc.

§ TF-IDF weighting
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Recall: TF-IDF weighting

§ TF-IDF incorporates two terms that capture these conflicting constraints:
o Term frequency (tf): frequency of the word t in the document

o Document frequency (df): number of documents that a term occurs in
o Inverse document frequency (idf):

o (N) is the number of documents in the corpus

𝑡𝑓!,# = 	log(𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑡, 𝑑 + 1)

𝑖𝑑𝑓! = 	log( $#%!)
Higher for terms 
that occur in 
fewer documents
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BERTopic: Neural topic modeling with a 
class-based TF-IDF procedure

𝑊!,& = 	𝑡𝑓!,& ∗ log(1 +
𝐴
𝑡𝑓!
)

Count of term in the ”class” (or cluster)

Average number of 
words per class

Frequency of term 
across all classes
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BERTopic: Neural topic modeling with a 
class-based TF-IDF procedure

§ Can optionally merge uncommon 
topics with their most similar ones

§ Can compute common words over 
subsets of a cluster rather than the 
whole cluster (e.g. divide documents 
based on time to allow topics to vary 
over time)

§ Variants of computing topic 
representations (e.g. use GPT to 
generate human-readable 
representations)
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Additional notes

§ Automated evaluation for topic coherence and diversity

§ Limitations:
o Not a mixture model – documents get assigned to 1 topic
o Still using bag-of-words for assigning topic representations (in the original model)
o What else?



LLM: Prompting
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Background

§ So far, we’ve been talking about how to use pre-trained language models in two 
primary ways:
o Fine-tuning them for downstream classification tasks
o Leveraging pre-trained model characteristics (embeddings, MLM adaptation)

§ What about chatbot-style LLMs like GPT? How can they be used for this kind of task?

§ First, a little more background on how we build a GPT-style model
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Language Models are not trained to do what you want

There is a mismatch between LLM pre-training and user intents.

Slide thanks to Daniel Khashabi
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Adapting Language Models: Chapter Plan 

A model that is pre-trained on massive amounts of data cannot do general-purpose 
tasks without further adaptation—it only complete sentences. 
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The overall recipe 👨🍳

Pre-train instruct-tune RLHF

Slide thanks to Daniel Khashabi
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Instruction-tuning 

§ Finetuning language models on a collection of datasets that involve mapping 
language instructions to their corresponding desirable generations. 
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Instruction-tuning 
1. Collect examples of (instruction, output) pairs across many tasks and finetune an 

LM

2. Evaluate on unseen tasks

[Weller et al. 2020. Mishra et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2022, 
Sanh et al. 2022; Wei et al., 2022, Chung et al. 2022, many others ]
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Instruction-tuning: Data 

§ Labeled data is the key here. 
§ Good data must represent a variety of “tasks”. But what is a “task”? 

In traditional NLP, “tasks” were defined as 
subproblem frequently used in products: 
§ Sentiment classification 
§ Text summarization 
§ Question answering 
§ Machine translation 
§ Textual entailment 

What humans want in a chatbot: 
§ “Is this review positive or negative?”
§ “What are the weaknesses in my argument?”
§ “Revise this email so that it’s more polite.”
§ “Expand this this sentence.”
§ “Eli5 the Laplace transform.”
§ … 

Quite diverse and fluid. 
Hard to fully define/characterize. 

We don’t fully know them since they 
just happen in some random contexts. 

Narrow definitions of tasks. 
Not very interactive, nevertheless, it might 

be a good enough starting point. 
Plus, we have lots of data for them.
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NLP Datasets as Instruction-tuning Data

[Slide credit: Arman Cohan]
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Diversity-inducing via Task Prompts 

"Write highlights for this article:\n\n{text}\n\nHighlights: {highlights}"
"Write a summary for the following  article:\n\n{text}\n\nSummary: {highlights}"
"{text}\n\nWrite highlights for this article. {highlights}"
"{text}\n\nWhat are highlight points for this article? {highlights}"
"{text}\nSummarize the highlights of this article. {highlights}"
"{text}\nWhat are the important parts of this article? {highlights}"
"{text}\nHere is a summary of the highlights for this article: {highlights}"
"Write an article using the following points:\n\n{highlights}\n\nArticle: {text}"
"Use the following highlights to write an article:\n\n{highlights}\n\nArticle:{text}"
"{highlights}\n\nWrite an article based on these highlights. {text}"
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Diversity-inducing via Task Prompts 

[Slide credit: Arman Cohan]
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Scaling Instruction-Tuning

[Super-NaturalInstructions: Generalization via Declarative Instructions on 1600+ NLP Tasks, Wang et al. 2022]

Linear growth of model performance 
with exponential increase in observed tasks and model size. 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08773
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Instruction tuning doesn’t have significant 
cost compared with pretraining

Scaling Instruction-Finetuned Language Models (2022)
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Summary Thus Far 

§ Instruction-tuning: Training LMs with annotated input instructions and their output. 
o Improves performance of LM’s zero-shot ability in following instructions. 
o Scaling the instruction tuning data size improves performance.
o Diversity of prompts is crucial.
o Compared with pretraining, instruction tuning has a minor cost (Typically consumes 

<1% of the total training budget)
§ Cons: 

o It’s expensive to collect ground- truth data for tasks.
o This is particularly difficult for open-ended creative generation have no right 

answer. 
o Prone to hallucinations. 

[Weller et al. 2020. Mishra et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2022,  Sanh et al. 2022; Wei et al., 2022, Chung et al. 2022, many others ]
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The overall recipe 👨🍳

Pre-train instruct-tune
Reinforcement 

learning from human 
feedback (RLHF)

Slide thanks to Daniel Khashabi
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Break
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Reinforcement Learning: Intuition

[figure credit]

Action here: generating responses/token

Reward here: whether humans 
liked the generation (sequence 

of actions=tokens)

https://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2021/02/introduction-to-reinforcement-learning-for-beginners/
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Intuition
Task: choose the better next message in a conversation
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Intuition
Scoring interface: Likert scale or rankings
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human has conversation with the LLM

Intuition
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LLM provides two options for 
next responses

Intuition
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human rates better response

Intuition
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§ We can’t use actual human feedback all of the time – too expensive!
§ Instead, define a reward function: 𝑅 𝑠; prompt ∈ ℝ  for any output 𝑠 to a prompt, 

where the reward is higher when humans prefer the output 
§ Good generation is equivalent to finding reward-maximizing outputs:

o 𝔼"̂~$! 𝑅 �̂�; prompt  
§ What we need to do: 

o (1) Estimate the reward function 𝑅 𝑠; prompt . 
o (2) Find the best generative model 𝑝% that maximizes the expected reward: 

!𝜃 = argmax6𝔼8̂~:! 𝑅 �̂�; prompt

[Slide credit: Jesse Mu]

Reinforcement Learning 
from Human Feedback

ICLR tutorial on RLHF:  https://slideslive.com/39004357/reinforcement-learning-from-human-feedback-a-tutorial-
?ref=search-presentations-reinforcement+learning+from+human+feedback  

https://slideslive.com/39004357/reinforcement-learning-from-human-feedback-a-tutorial-?ref=search-presentations-reinforcement+learning+from+human+feedback
https://slideslive.com/39004357/reinforcement-learning-from-human-feedback-a-tutorial-?ref=search-presentations-reinforcement+learning+from+human+feedback


Prompting+Topic Model: 
TopicGPT
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TopicGPT

Pham, Chau Minh, et al. "TopicGPT: A prompt-based topic modeling framework." NAACL (2024). 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2311.01449 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2311.01449
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TopicGPT: Generate Topics (Phase 1)
§ Provide to AI model (GPT-4):

o Seed topics (concise label and broad 1 
sentence description)

o Document d

§ Prompt model to generate a topic 
assignment for d, either from the existing 
topics or generate a new one

§ Conducted over a sample of documents 
from the corpus
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TopicGPT: Refine Topics (Phase 1.5)

§ Merge topics [Optional]
o Provide model pairs of similar topics (determined using embedding similarity)
o Prompt model to merge similar pairs

§ Reduce topics
o Drop topics with infrequent assignments

§ Generate topic hierarchy
o Provide the model with top level topic, the documents associated with the top-

level topic t, and a list of seed subtopics S′
o Instruct the LLM to generate subtopics that capture common themes among the 

provided documents.
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TopicGPT: Assign Topics (Phase 2)

§ Prompt model to assign a topic to a document given
o Generated topics from step 1
o 2-3 examples
o The document

§ Final output:
o Assigned topic label
o Document-specific topic description
o Quote extracted from the document to support this assignment

§ [Self-correction step to eliminated hallucinated topics or None/Error outputs]
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Evaluation

§ Topic Alignment
o Use corpora with human-assigned labels
o Assign each document to a single most-probable topic
o Standard metrics for evaluating cluster assignment (this pays no attention to the 

label of the cluster)
• Purity, Inverse Purity, Adjusted Rand Index, Normalized Mutual Information

§ Topic Stability
o Robustness to changes in prompts, different seed topics, etc

§ Human evaluation of topic semantics
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Evaluation
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Evaluation

§ How do we evaluate:
o Actual topic assignments?
o Comprehensiveness of generated topics?
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Evaluation

§ Hand-annotated topics in comparison to ground truth:
o Out-of-scope topics: topics that are too narrow or too broad compared to the 

associated ground truth topic.
o Missing topics: topics present in the ground truth but not in the generated 

outputs. 
o Repeated topics: topics that are duplicates of other topics.
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Limitations

§ Evaluation is still difficult:
o Do any of these metrics check if documents were assigned to the correct topic?
o How do we evaluate multi-topic assignment?

§ Need to provide seed topics

§ Reliance on closed-source LLMs (paid APIs)
o Open-source models are less good at topic generation in particular (they use 

GPT-4 for generation and GPT-3.5 for assignment)
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Recap

§ Neural LDA (ProdLDA, CTM)
§ Instruction Tuning and Alignment
§ Beyond LDA (BERTopic, TopicGPT)

§ Next class:
o Prompting approaches
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Logistics

§ HW 4 released!
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